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    		MC-N012 50cc Moped Scooter with 10" Aluminum Wheels, Rear Trunk! Electric/Kick Start! Large Headlight!
[MC-N012]	$1,099.95 $799.95
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		Reviewer	Product Review
	Lorriane S

		  	                                         Verified Purchase

		  	                                         		[image: 5 of 5 Stars!]	03/17/2024
	I have to say the customer service is extremely excellent, I didnâ€™t order on line,, but I called them and asked could I order this bike for my daughter.  It was a quick delivery and was well protected. There was no problems with it or scratches with this bike it was perfect .  Assembly wasnâ€™t hard but just took some time to make sure everything was right, also good and tight . The whole bike was looked at, and made sure there was no kinks in the fuel lines and everything was torque to speck.  This bike is very well made not your average cheap bike but it has like regular motorcycle parts. I the mechanic who put it together said he thinks it was built in Sweden.

He has  a regular motorcycle shop, and inspected for the road, and then I give it to my daughter.  She tells me thereâ€™s a difference in the ride of this bikk and the other Chinese bikes that she has had before  She also told me it has a lot more power going up hills and itâ€™s not sluggish or does not bog down.  She said it keeps even speed and very stable.  We also we noticed it has dual intake breather to make the engine run cooler and give more power. 

The wheels are just so beautiful. She loves this bike and said itâ€™s the best she has owned.

I will definitely recommend anyone who is thinking about buying this bike to buy it because itâ€™s a great price also a great value.



Thank This Company For A Great Product 



Best Regards 

Gary S                                        
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	Dana C

		  	                                         Verified Purchase

		  	                                         		[image: 5 of 5 Stars!]	03/29/2020
	A real nice scooter. Mine will go faster then 35mph. I went on just a regular street with no hills and it went to 80 kilometers about 49.7 mph. Its fun to drive around town.                                        


                     7 people found this helpful
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	Michael T

		  	                                         Verified Purchase

		  	                                         		[image: 5 of 5 Stars!]	08/13/2018
	Great bike great service shipping was fast assembly was simple very fast bike high quality



Affordable easy buying fast shipping easy assembly high quality durable bike pretty fast bike would highly recommend                                        


                     8 people found this helpful
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	Alexis H

		  	                                         Verified Purchase

		  	                                         		[image: 5 of 5 Stars!]	06/19/2018
	Just wanted to thank you guys for the great and painless experience.

Ordering from you guys is easy and quick. This is my 2nd order.

Also I have had a warranty claim for my sons scooter which was so easy and you guys are quick to respond not only is the product good but the customer service is what sets you guys apart.. I have and will continue to refer you guys.. keep up the good no the great work.

Your extremely satisfied customer 

Alex Hernandez.                                        


                     7 people found this helpful
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	jason F

		  	                                         Verified Purchase

		  	                                         		[image: 5 of 5 Stars!]	06/01/2018
	This scooter was awesome. It came in a crate delivered to my house with no damage. I put it together in about 2 hours. Great!                                        


                     7 people found this helpful
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	wilmer R S

		  	                                         Verified Purchase

		  	                                         		[image: 5 of 5 Stars!]	04/11/2018
	Delivered in good shape and on time. 

Shipping crate was sturdy and protected the product well.

Predelivery service was excellent. 

Quality is very good, the light really stand out and are a safety feature, you will be seen at night. 

Awesome!                                        


                     7 people found this helpful
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	Thomas W

		  	                                         Verified Purchase

		  	                                         		[image: 5 of 5 Stars!]	11/02/2017
	Good wounded full great                                        


                     7 people found this helpful
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	Larry F

		  	                                         Verified Purchase

		  	                                         		[image: 5 of 5 Stars!]	09/19/2017
	That's great, thank you very much. Very excited the young man who took my order was nice great and ordering was a breeze. Thank you so much.                                        


                     7 people found this helpful
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	constantin T

		  	                                         Verified Purchase

		  	                                         		[image: 4 of 5 Stars!]	09/17/2017
	excellent value - 1/4 the cost of brand name scooters - requires upkeep and maintanance as do the brand name products but like any machine if cared for you should get years of good service - parts are inexpensive (dirt cheap) and easily available on line - the scooter arrived on time - packed in a crate as described by the dealer - i give all high marks.



excellent value - the scooter was worth every penny and i highly recommend this company.                                        


                     7 people found this helpful
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	eric K

		  	                                         Verified Purchase

		  	                                         		[image: 5 of 5 Stars!]	09/05/2017
	Thank you so much for your quick helpful response. I am and will be a satisfied customer, and will make my future purchases thru powersports max                                        


                     8 people found this helpful
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	MC-N012
 Average Rating:
[image: 5 of 5 Stars!]

What customer said:
I have to say the customer service is extremely excellent, I didnâ€™t order on line,, but I called them and asked could I order this bike for my daugh ..
Read all Reviews
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	[image: X-PRO<sup>Â®</sup> Red Open Face Motorcycle Helmet, Adult Helmet, DOT Approved Helmet - Red Free Shipping!]
X-PROÂ® Red Open Face Motorcycle Helmet, Adult Helmet, DOT Approved Helmet - Red Free Shipping!
$39.95 $55.95
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